Burdens related to Europe (week of 10 March 2019)
1)

Spring university conference in De Hoof, Netherlands (29-31 March)

2)

Spring weekend retreats at Bower House, London (16, 23, and 30 March and 6 April)

3)

Brexit
Please pray for the Lord to rule over the UK’s withdrawal from the EU. In particular, pray that the saints
from other parts of Europe will still be able to come to the UK for trainings and conferences.

4)

The Lord’s move in Germany
Please continue to pray for:
• The blending of the brothers from Germany, Switzerland, and Austria who will gather in Gut Elim
on 16-17 March, and the Lord’s leading in His current move in the these countries
• The giving out of more than 5,000 German New Testament Recovery Versions and the
presentation of the ministry publications at the Leipzig Book Fair on 21-24 March
• The growth, building up, and blending of the saints and the strengthening of the Lord's
testimony in Aachen, Bielefeld, Bochum, Darmstadt, Leipzig, Hamburg, Heidelberg, Mainz, and
Zurich (Switzerland)
• The oneness and one accord and the functioning of the students in the campus labor, and for
many students to attend the university conference in the Netherlands from 29-31 March
• The perfecting of the Arabic and Farsi-speaking migrant saints to grow in life and in their
function for the building up of the Body of Christ, to shepherd the saints in vital groups and
small group meetings, and to open their homes as shepherds’ tents
• The release of a meeting hall in Berlin and in Bielefeld in a safe neighborhood that is easily
accessible, with room for increase, and where noise will not bother the neighbors
• The construction project at Gut Elim (a blending and retreat center in central Germany) to
continue without further delays and additional costs
Gifts to support the Lord’s move in Germany should be given to LME and designated “European
Gospel Work.” Click on Offerings at www.lordsmove.org and follow the instructions. An application for
those who are led by the Lord to emigrate for the Lord’s move can be downloaded by clicking on
Application on the home page of the LME website.

5)

UK Building Project (London)
To give through LME for the training facility at Woodland Camp, click on Offerings on the home page
of the LME website and follow the instructions. Designate offerings for “UK Building Project.” More
information on the UK building project can be found at www.amanatrust.org.uk/uk-building-project.

6)

Printing and distribution of Bibles for Europe
Offerings for future printings of Bibles should be given directly to LSM and designated “Printing Bibles
for Europe.” For instructions on giving to LSM, click on Information at the top of www.lordsmove.org
and then download a PDF via the link How to Give. Offerings for the distribution of Bibles in Europe
can be given to LME. Click on Offerings on the home page of the LME website. Please designate
offerings for “Distribution of Bibles in Europe.”

7)

Radio broadcasts in the UK and Spain, continuing distribution of the Recovery Version and
ministry publications in the European languages, and shepherding of seeking ones.

8)

The raising up of the Lord’s testimony in major cities in Europe, including Lisbon, Portugal;
Vienna, Austria; Sofia, Bulgaria; Thessaloniki, Greece; Zagreb, Croatia; Belgrade and Novi
Sad, Serbia; Geneva and Zurich, Switzerland; Bilbao, Spain; Amsterdam and Rotterdam, the
Netherlands; and Tirana, Albania.

Burdens related to Israel
To receive prayer requests for Israel, please write to isra.news.new.man@gmail.com and ask the
brothers to add you to the mailing list. Please include your name and locality.

